
SPECIAL REPORT

Revolutionary changes in Information 
Communications Technology are enabling 
early adopters of cloud, mobile and integrated 
mapping systems to re-invent how their waste 
collection processes work, to deliver amazing 
value innovation AND cost savings while 
helping to differentiate their business in what 
was a mature market.  

•  Consumer grade smartphones & tablets
•  Simple to use frontline mobility apps
•  Cloud Software & Hosting Technology
•  GIS and GPS location mapping functionality       

With this combination of “disruptive” technologies, 
existing methods of conducting business are 
challenged by new and improved ways that can 
put market leaders at risk and expose users 
to exciting new opportunities to apply new 
efficiency to their true business problems

The rise in reliability and security of high 
speed internet access and the evolution of 
new low cost mobile tablet devices and smart 
phones, embedded with location-aware GPS 
sensors, vastly simplifies the process and speed 
of completing transactions in the field, dramat-
ically cutting costs and removing the price to 
entry barrier for small to medium sized waste 
companies.

New Frontline Mobile User Connectivity
This enables whole new groups of field 

workers, sales reps and drivers to be included 

in your corporate “always-on” communications 
network, changing user access-ability, data 
capture and communication workflows, 
increasing productivity and efficiency immensely. 
This is a quantum leap for many companies 
and their staff: to move from old two-way radio 
communications mentality and scribbled notes, 
onto touch tablets and paperless runsheets. 

In our experience, we find that the sim-
plification of the user interface enabled by 
finger-touch friendly tablet PC apps plus a 
bundle of benefits for drivers helps break down 
the barriers to acceptance of change. If you 
give drivers an app that actually improves their 
work life, making new customer sites easier 
to find, it reduces admin staff chasing them 
for more detail and reduces paperwork they 
have to do and it gives them a better chance of 
communicating back to base on any truck 
problems or customer sites that may be 
annoying them. Giving drivers the ability to 
attach a picture to show blocked access or 
over-full bins helps them validate the situa-
tion with a simple picture and reduces futile 
charge disputes. Drivers can also snap a pic of 
tip-fee dockets for skip bins to avoid lost dockets 
and further office paperwork handling for skip 
services that have a tip-docket per booking.

eDockets with customer signatures or 
simply with time/date location stamp as proof 
of service sent by email to customers at time of 

job confirmation enables elimination of paper-
work for drivers and admin staff. At month end 
this can be a huge saving in the admin cost of 
filing paper dockets them pulling them out and 
posting to customers at month end with the 
invoices. eBilling, email invoices with links back 
to eDockets can also save a large amount of 
admin paper-handling, while speeding up your 
ability to get invoices out to improve cash-flow. 
Having all this data available electronically also 
enables easier money collection follow-up with 
debtor clerks able to send out email follow-ups 
for delinquent payers – reducing average days 
outstanding.  A much more economical way to 
do business!  

The Elastic Cloud
Back at the server end, with Cloud servers 

and web enabled software applications pre- 
installed in Tier-1 data-centres, separate virtual 
servers can share the one instance of software 
with enormous savings in software installation 
and upgrade costs, as well as significantly 
reduced power usage. (A Greener IT!).

These data centres using Virtual Server tech-
nology, also offer a higher degree of security 
and data backup / recoverability than you could 
afford in-house and ensure operating system 
and network management and firewall software 
and virus detection systems are always kept up 
to date. These Virtual server and data storage 
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systems are extensible to match your business 
growth whereby if you need more processor 
mower or memory or disk capacity these can be 
turned on with the flick of a configuration switch 
(hence they call it the elastic cloud).

When companies adopt and embrace mobile 
systems and connectivity for their frontline 
field staff, this adds immediate pressure on IT 
support to ensure systems accessed from out-
side corporate server firewalls are able to do so 
securely outside normal business hours. In the 
waste industry this means ensuring systems are 
available to download daily runsheets at 1am in 
the morning and still be running up to midnight 
for the evening shift (this is another reason to 
move IT support systems off-premise for small 
to medium sized companies that don’t have the 
24x7 system support capability in-house).

The Extended Enterprise Collaborative 
Web Services and Web Portals

These new web and mobile communication 
networks can also stretch out to your customers, 
subcontractors and suppliers via self-service 
web or mobile access portals that extend your 
open-for-business hours and improve customer 
service satisfaction and retention. 

The easier you make things for your customers 
to work with you and share information, the 
harder it is for them to go somewhere else for 
the same service. So why not give them an 
app that they can book their services with you 
on, more easily than ringing up through your 
switchboard and available after hours when 
they remember they forgot to request an addi-
tional pickup. Or you could offer an after-hours 
web page that lets them add extra service re-
quests or change pickup instructions or request 
a re-schedule of pre-booked collection dates. 

While you are at it, why not also offer them 
the ability through your company branded web 
portal to see prior booking details and drill down 
to any linked electronic signature documents or 
disposal docket pics, or review and reprint prior 
invoice details. 

Environmental reporting by way of diversion 
from landfill charts and material tonnage trends 
per site per waste stream can be a valuable 
timesaver for your customers – you could 
also let them download their transaction data 
through your secure Business to Business 
(B2B) web-service to save them double entry 
of data.

The Internet of Things
With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), 

where devices themselves are getting con-
nected to the internet, onboard truck systems 
connected to lift arms, RFID tags and bottle bin 
or infra-red bag-toss sensors can automate the 
data capture and even the bins themselves can 
tell you when they’re ready (using bin fullness 
sensors). This automated or in-field data capture 
at the point of service delivery, reduces 
downstream double entry or double handling of 
data, and eradicates data transcription errors. 

While most waste companies would prefer 
to cart half empty bins at lower disposal costs, 
the consumer savings mean the early to market 
collection companies catering to these con-
sumer cost savings will secure and grow their 
share of customers while passing on disposal 
cost reductions and part of the operational cost 
savings from only picking up bins when they are 
at or near full (Greener transport efficiencies). 

Putting your business on the Map

Here’s where a picture can be worth much 
more than a thousand words. With better data 
coming back from onboard mobile systems, 
management now has far better visibility into 
the operation of their business. From views 
of where the customer base has spread to by 
operating division, to being able to see at a 
glance where there are gaps or crossovers in 
regular route collection efficiency simply from 
seeing the dots on a map. 

And with integrated mapping, route optimisa-
tion can suggest ways to save you more than an 
hour a day in travel time (cost) to free up extra 
earning capability from the same vehicle and 
driver resources. How much more could a truck 
earn if it had an extra hour a day for same costs. 

Ad-hoc skip services can also benefit greatly 
from integrated mapping in being able to see 
where drivers are at any time amongst bins in 
the field that are ready for pickup (available for 
re-use) to maximize bin turns and never for-
get where your drivers have dropped bins off.  
And drivers get reduced travel time between 
locations with onboard mapping guidance to 
new job sites.

Where are the Savings?

Agile waste companies are looking to these 
new technologies for competitive advantage 

and differentiation, seeking to create new 
business value and innovation in the following 
areas:
Reduced operating costs 

•  Reduced kilometres travelled (from opti-
mised runs and automated jobs allocation)

•  Reduced vehicle maintenance costs (less 
travel, less wear and tear)

•  Higher resource utilisation (productivity) for 
trucks and people

•  Reduced overtime 
Reduced Admin Costs 

•  Less paperwork (electronic runsheets / 
dockets / invoices)

•  Less data entry / automated data capture / 
less double handling

•  Reduced filing paperwork – job dockets & 
tip dockets & invoices

•  Reduced Risk – improve service reliability, 
quality and consistency

•  Less reliance on key personnel
•  Increased customer satisfaction / retention 
•  Less equipment failure 
•  Fatigue regulations adherence & mainten-

ance history
Eliminate: Factors that the industry has taken for 
granted (that don’t add value)

•  No implementation costs (software is 
pre-installed) 

•  No software upgrade costs, No on-premise 
server required

•  No need for expensive IT technical support 
staff in-house

•  No upfront expensive software purchase 
(pay as you use only for what you use)

•  No disruptive deployment of new software 
release function upgrades

Raise: Factors that could be raised well beyond 
industry standard

•  extended hours of operation through after 
hours customer access

•  increased data accuracy and timeliness 
•  increase collaborative apps integration 
 -  exports / pass data to various back office 

accounting packages
 -  imports provide for supplier charges 

(disposal fee transactions)
•  Increase revenue and profitability
 -  Increased efficiency (able to do more with 

same resources)
 -  Reduced travel time between jobs (less 

fuel costs) 
 -  Reduced maintenance costs
 -  More accurate billing / less disputed 

invoices
 -  Reduced debtor days outstanding 

Create: Factors that could be created that the 
industry has never offered before

•  Automate paperless run generate/ 
d i s patch processes – new admin 
productivity savings

•  Integrated mapping shows route area 
overlaps/ job crossovers (a picture tells the 
story)

•  New location awareness enables real-time 
responsiveness & work allocation efficiency
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•  Integrated Regular Route optimising can 
save over an hour per truck per day 

 -  That’s an extra hour of earning power for 
same or less resource cost

•  Onboard mapping navigation guidance for 
drivers 

 -  helps reduce time and travel-distance 
between jobs

 -  helps drivers find new job locations faster 
 -  helps make their work-day more efficient 

(automates reporting effort)
•  Automated onboard data capture – GPS 

location and vehicle travel kms/hours
•  Low cost integrated onboard weighing – 

creates new profitability opportunity
•  Provides a business social networking 

framework via web portals & apps for cus-
tomers

•  Extends hours of service (via self service 
portals & mobile booking apps)

•  New business activity visibility – improved 
management information and control

 -  Customer, route and job location maps 
(reduce cross-overs and gaps) 

 -  Onboard weighing to give better customer 
profitability perspective 

 -  Increased operational responsiveness

Select your own Value Innovation items that are important to your business from the above list when you leap into 
mobile order management and mapping systems. It’s easier than you might think to get started.
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